We present results from an extensive parallel search for rank-1 lattice rules using the LLL-spectral test with a new normalization strategy which is proposed in [1] . We introduce the main concepts concerning lattice rules and the spectral test and motivate the new normalization strategy for this test. The concepts for parallelization are explained and some results conclude the article.
Introduction
The present article shows results of a large scale parallel parameter search for Korobov lattice rules. As a quality criteria for the lattices we used the spectral test with a new normalization strategy. The spectral test allows to perform efficient quality assessments for lattice rules in high dimensions and the parallel setup enables a search over a huge set of parameters. The paper is organized in the following way: In the next sections we introduce the main concepts concerning lattice rules and the spectral test and motivate the new normalization strategy for this test. The concepts for parallelization and some results represent the central part of the article.
Good Lattice Points
The method of good lattice points (GLP) also called Korobov lattice rules is a central technique from the fields of Monte Carlo (MC) and quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) methods. Good lattice points are classical node sets for QMC integration, defined by the Russian mathematician Korobov [2] [3] [4] . For y ∈ R Email address: [bernhard.hechenleitner, karl.entacher]@fh-sbg.ac.at (Bernhard Hechenleitner and Karl Entacher). 1 Research supported by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) Grant S8311-MAT.
let {y} = y − y be the fractional part of y. Consider a vector a ∈ Z s , s ≥ 2. A Korobov lattice rule is defined by the set P m := { x n : 0 ≤ n < m}, with x n := n· a m , and modulus m ∈ N. (1) In the following we will use the term Korobov lattice rule P m only for special vectors a defined by a parameter a with 1 < a < m and a := (1, a, a 2 , . . . , a s−1 ), s ≥ 2, see [3] . The set P m can be seen as the intersection of the s-dimensional unit cube I s := [0, 1) s with the lattice The classical application of Korobov lattice rules is the approximate calculation of integrals over I s , by the (quasi-) Monte Carlo quadrature rule
Furthermore, Korobov lattice rules with huge moduli and good lattice quality up to high dimensions provide parameters a and m for linear congruential random number generators (LCGs) with good correlation behavior as a source for MC applications [5, 6] . Note that a LCG is defined by the linear recurrence y n+1 ≡ ay n +b (mod m), n ≥ 0, and by an initial seed y 0 , where the parameters a, b, y 0 ∈ Z m := {0, . . . , m − 1} (the least residue system modulo m). For standard parametrization schemes which guarantee maximal period of the recurrence see [6, 7] . LCGs are currently the best analyzed and most widely used random number generators. They have recently attained special interest due to the fact that some state of the art generation methods are equivalent or approximately equivalent to big size LCGs [7] .
More recent lattice rules, so-called rank-r lattice rules have been constructed by modular summation over multiples of different vectors a i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Korobov lattice rules are a special case of rank-1 rules. For more details on the theory of integration lattices and their applications in MC and QMC see [6, 8, 9 ].
Spectral Test
The choice of the parameter a heavily determines the distribution quality of the lattice. Figure 1 shows examples of simple lattices P m with m = 2 7 − 1, a = 3 (left) and a = 53 (right). The central goal for QMC integration is to find lattice parameters a with optimal distribution behavior in different dimensions. For this task, several equidistribution measures for an assessment of the lattice quality have been constructed, see [6, 8, 10, 11] . For our purposes we use the spectral test, which can be computed very efficiently and provides a reliable measure for lattice assessment [10] . This test has extensively been applied to find good lattices for several MC and QMC applications, e.g. see [5, 12, 13] .
The spectral test uses the dual lattice L * s (a, m). From its dual basis (3) the shortest vector v of the dual lattice can be computed by means of the FinckePohst algorithm [14] . One over the Euclidean length of this shortest vector yields the spectral test d s , which determines the maximum distance between adjacent hyper-planes, taken over all families of parallel hyper-planes which contain all points of the lattice [15] [16] [17] . [5] . For our examples in Figure  1 we have S 2 = 0.26 for the left graphics and S 2 = 0.99 for the right one.
A typical function measuring the "quality" of a lattice parameter a in terms of the spectral test across dimensions is:
Fishman [18] was one of the first who applied this measure to find optimal parameters a for m = 2 31 − 1 in order to get high quality linear congruential random number generators satisfying a fixed threshold M 6 ≥ 0.8. Recently the measure M k has been maximized for dimensions up to k = 32 in the context of large scale parameter searches [5, 13, 19] .
In order to considerably speed up the computations, the LLL basis reduction algorithm [20] may be applied instead of the Fincke-Pohst algorithm as an efficient and reliable approximation to the spectral test. Our experiments use an approximation of this type. The high quality of the LLL-approximation and the speedup with respect to the "original" spectral test have been shown [12] .
A new Normalization Approach to the Spectral Test
One problem with the measure M k (5) is that the magnitudes of the single normalized spectral tests S s vary significantly for 1 ≤ s ≤ k as can be seen from Figure 2 . The figure shows the distribution behavior of normalized spectral tests S s for 2 ≤ s ≤ 13 from top left (s = 2) to down right (s = 13). The linearly scaled x-axis of each single graph within the figure represents S s values from 0 (left) to 1 (right). To generate the histograms a modulus m = 2 64 − 59 and a random sample of 1300000 parameters a for each dimension s was used. As the figure shows a fixed threshold to find the best parameter may not be optimal since it is very unlikely to find a parameter a with S 8 > 0.8 for example. The distribution behavior shown in Figure 2 is almost independent of the size of the modulus m for Korobov lattices, see [1] for further details and examples. Two facts can be seen from the histograms very clearly: For dimension s = 2 we face a triangle-type distribution and for increasing dimensions, the histograms get more and more symmetric and slightly shifted to the right half of the unit interval. The regularity of the historams suggest the existence of an underlying classical density function. Although several attempts have been made to verify this (e.g. [21] ), the distributions of the spectral test values remain an open question. Nevertheless, in [1] it was shown that among several empirical distribution fits based on maximum likelihood estimation, the Gamma distributions turned out to show the best approximations to the distributions of 1 − S s with surprising good quality, for dimensions s ≥ 3 and different moduli. With increasing dimensions the quality of approximation increased as well. Figure 3 exhibits the good quality of approximation. The left graphics show the histograms and the corresponding density, and the right graphics the empirical distribution function versus the Gamma distribution function where almost no deviation is observable. In [1] , these empirical findings are the basis to suggest a new normalization strategy based on distribution dilation in order to make the measure M k more balanced among the dimensions. To cope with empirical outliers certain estimates for 0.1% and 99.9% quantiles have been determined based on regression. To get a new spectral test normalization S s all values S s between the inter-quantile ranges are linearly transformed to [0, 1] , and values of S s outside of the quantiles are mapped to zero and one respectively. For more details and examples see [1] . Figure 4 illustrates the normalization adjustment. 
The regression models for the lower quantile L s and the upper quantile U s for s = 2, 3, . . . are:
Using these functions we linearly transformed the spectral tests S s in dimension 2 ≤ s ≤ 24 and used the transformed measure
as a new normalized spectral test for the computer experiments in Sect. 2.
Parallel Search for GLP
Although the spectral test was chosen as the method for assessing the quality of a lattice, the search for GLPs can become computationally intensive. Therefore, the approach of a parallel application using a cluster was chosen. We restrict our parameter searches to prime moduli m in the range 2 6 < m < 2 256 . Parameters for "small" moduli, e.g. m ≤ 2 31 − 1 may be applied as lattice rules for QMC-integration, and the parameters for larger m as multipliers for multiplicative LCGs with prime moduli. Therefore our main task is to find the best GLP or multiplier a ∈ A where A is the set of all primitive roots modulo m since this restriction provides parameters for multiplicative LCGs with full period [6] . For moduli m ≤ 2 31 − 1 we performed exhaustive searches, i.e. the search space contained all multipliers in A. For larger moduli only a subset of A was considered as the search space.
As a search criterion we use the measure M k (5). Concerning the normalization method for the spectral test, the "old" normalization method with S s and the "new" strategy using S s in (5) instead of S s are distinguished.
The basic sketch of the search method is
• Find a primitive root e modulo m. Because m is restricted to be a prime number e is a generator of the cyclic group Z m \{0} (i.e. the multiplicative order of e modulo m is φ(m) = m − 1 where φ is Euler's totient function).
• Take relevant powers a = e ε (mod m) as multipliers for which gcd(ε, φ(m)) = 1. The latter constraint ensures that a is also a primive root modulo m.
• For each a in the search space and all dimensions up to dimension k, calculate the LLL reduction, find the spectral test value d s , calculate the defined normalization ("old" or "new"), and find the minimum M k of the corresponding normalized spectral test values.
• Find the largest M k value across all chosen multipliers in A.
For this purpose, a prototype of a distributed application for the parallel search of GLPs has been developed.
Components and Activities
For increasing efficiency, the PC-cluster Gaisberg of the High Performance Computing Group 2 of the department of Scientific Computing at the University of Salzburg has been used to conduct parallel searches. The cluster consists of 25 identically equipped nodes as described in Table 1 . The dependencies of the software components are shown in the UML component and deployment diagram in Figure 5 . The Master Node controls the system setup. The distributed Spectral test application is started via the MPI Monitor application called mpimon at the Master Node, together with corresponding arguments in the form of command line options. A typical setup is to start two instances of the search application per Working Node for maximum efficiency, as each node provides two CPUs.
The Spectral test application at the Master Node determines important parameters for the search and distributes their values to the search processes at the Working Nodes utilizing MPI. When a search process finishes its partial search, it passes back its best result -consisting of the best M k value, its corresponding multiplier a, and the number of executed search loops -to the master process, again by utilizing MPI. The master process sorts the received results, calculates the spectral test values for the best global multiplier and the corresponding values for M k , k ∈ {8, 16, 24} with regard to both normalization methods, and prints out the detailed values. Finally, the best result may be stored in a Database.
Search Algorithm
The search algorithm for each search process is as follows. Assume, the modulus m, the search dimension k, and the normalization method for the nor- malized spectral test value method have been defined. In the current version of our Spectral test application we applied prime numbers m < 2 256 and dimensions k ∈ {8, 16, 24} and method ∈ {old, new}.
In a first step, the values for the best global minimum M k , denoted as M * k , and the best global multiplier a * are initialized to 0. Then the primitive root e and a starting exponent α, which have been determined and distributed by the master process, are set. Note that for an exhaustive search α is 1. If only a subset of A is considered we pick α randomly from all possible exponents. Next, the ending exponent β for e, which also represents the loop boundary, is determined and set by each search process. Only those exponents ε are relevant for consideration which fulfill the condition gcd(ε, m − 1) = 1. Since m is a prime number, all even values of ε are irrelevant and therefore may additionally be skipped. For this purpose the exponent increment distance δ is set to 2 by default. Applying a leapfrog method across the search processes, the exponent increment value γ for each search process is
where n p is the total number of search processes. The starting exponent ε for WHILE ε < β DO IF gcd(ε, m − 1) = 1 THEN set multiplier a ←− e ε (mod m); set minimum of normalized spectral test value M k ←− 1;
each search process is defined by its rank 3 r p :
After initialization of important search parameters, the search process enters the central search loop, which is described in Algorithm 1. As long as the exponent ε is smaller than the ending exponent β, in a first step it has to be checked if the new exponent yields another primitive root a when applied as a = e ε (mod m). If not, ε is incremented by γ and the next loop cycle is executed. However, if ε yields another primitive root, a is set as the new multiplier for the modulus m, and the minimum of the normalized spectral test values M k is initialized to the value 1.
For all dimensions s, 2 ≤ s ≤ k, first of all the LLL reduction is calculated and the spectral test value d s is determined. Next, the normalized spectral test value with regard to the old normalization S s is calculated. If the new normalization is desired, S s is transformed to S s according to the methods of the new normalization (see Sect. 1.3). If this normalized or transformed value results in a new minimum, M k is reassigned accordingly. Finally, if the specific multiplier a yields a new highest global value for M k , then this pair of values (a, M k ) is taken as the new best global pair of values (a * , M * k ). Before entering the loop again, the value for ε is increased by γ.
Note that this algorithm can be trivially modified to provide M k values for both normalization methods and an arbitrary set of k values for any k ≤ 24.
Results
First results of parallel searches for GLPs using the parallel setup described in Sect. 2 are depicted in the following tables. The set of considered moduli consisted of selected primes m near powers of 2 for which m < 2 256 .
For the results in Table 2 , exhaustive searches for moduli up to m < 2 31 have been considered. The search dimension was k = 8 with regard to the old normalization. The main intention was to find improved multipliers compared to the tables of L'Ecuyer [5] where exhaustive searches have been performed only for m < 2 26 . The same search method has been applied for dimension k = 16 with regard to the old normalization. Again, the improvements and the previous best values are shown in Table 3 . Interestingly, in these cases also the values for M 16 new have been improved whereas this is not the case for all M 8 new values in Table  2 . The latter effect may happen since the normalization adjustment is more sensitive for increasing dimension. Figure 6 demonstrates such a normalization effect. We compare spectral test values S s , S s , 2 ≤ s ≤ 16 for two multipliers a 1 = 784588716, a 2 = 1257019355 with m = 2 31 − 1. Multiplier a 1 is given in [5] . It was selected by a random search according to M 16 with the old normalization method. Multiplier a 2 corresponds to our exhaustive search results according to M 16 with the same normalization, see Table 3 . Exhaustive searches for m < 2 31 have also been conducted with regard to the new normalization for dimension k = 24. The results are shown in Table 4 . Figure 7 demonstrates the spectral test behaviors of the best found multipliers for two different moduli. The left graphics shows the behavior of the best multiplier for modulus m = 2 10 − 3. Concerning the old normalization, this multiplier yields a M 24 old value of 0.663168. Looking at the S s values it can be seen that the shape of the curve for higher dimensions strongly decreases because of the intense effects of the normalization adjustments, resulting in a rather low value for M 24 new of only 0.534339. The special shape of the graph for larger dimensions results from the fact that this modulus and therefore the number of points is very small. Hence for all dimensions 10 ≤ s ≤ 24, the corresponding lattices consist of four hyper-planes only resulting in equal non-normalized spectral test values d s . The right graphics in Figure 7 shows the spectral test behaviors of the best multiplier for modulus m = 2 26 − 5. The course of the graph of the S s values increases for higher dimensions resulting in high values for S s as well. Roughly spoken, if an achieved S s value lies in the lower area of the corresponding spectral test distribution used for the new normalization (cf. Sect. 1.3), then the resulting S s value will be adjusted to a value lower than S s , and if the S s value lies in the upper area the new normalization results in S s > S s . Generally, a parameter search using the new normalization method enables equally stable spectral test behavior with respect to a given threshold across low and high dimensions. Figure 8 shows the time consumption for each search and a simple time complexity estimate. The shown values for the search times include both the serial and the parallel parts of the searches. Note that the serial part is only a minor fraction within a measured time. As the cluster may occasionally also be used by other research groups, the environment was not guaranteed to be unloaded during the searches.
Suppose we may assume a complexity of the LLL-algorithm of O(s 4 log(B)), where ( b * i )
2 ≤ B for all input vectors 1 ≤ i ≤ s [20] . Since the dimension k = 24 for our search is fixed we may further assume that the search time for each modulus depends only on the LLL-complexity and the number of primitive roots considered for an exhaustive search. Therefore the computing time t m may be estimated by C log (m)φ(m − 1). Figure 8 exhibits a log-log plot of the time consumption measured and our estimated search time t m using C = 1/12000. For selected values of m > 2 31 limited searches with 5 million search loops for each modulus have been conducted for dimension k = 24 with regard to the new normalization. The results are shown in Table 5 . 
Conclusions
We used the spectral test with a new normalization strategy [1] to perform a large scale parallel parameter search for Korobov lattice rules. The new normalization method was chosen to identify parameters with equally stable behavior across low and high dimensions. The idea was to spread the relevant portion of the distributions of the classical normalized spectral test to zero and one for each dimension. The classical normalization constants have been found to give misleading results when comparing spectral test values across dimensions, for detailed examples see [1] .
A selection of the parameters from this experiment is given in the article. The collection of all results of the conducted searches is also available electronically at the Spectral Test Server [22] . This Web-based application server offers interactive access to a database, which contains detailed calculation results for many lattice rules, information about scientists working in the field of MC&QMC as well as many publication references. The server further provides the possibility to execute GLP search tasks according to the search algorithm described in Sect. 2.2 directly via a Web-browser in a single-threaded approach. In future work we will extend the parameter searches to rank-r rules and distribute the corresponding results at the Spectral Test Server as well.
